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N.B. fishers upset over low lobster prices
Fishers say fall season suffering from market over-payments in the spring
By Joan LeBlanc
Most New Brunswick fishers were shocked and
disappointed when they were told recently the
prices they would be receiving for this years’ lobster catches would be much lower than those paid
to spring fishers in other Atlantic regions.
“I didn’t expect it to be even at last year’s
prices, but they should certainly be a little better
than they are. All you have to do is look at spring
prices and maybe have a drop, but at some point
you have to have a balance. I believe it’s underbalanced at the moment, but then, it’s part of the
industry,” says Jeff Parsons, one of about 23 commercial lobster fishers who fish out of the Botsford
Wharf in Murray Corner, N.B.
Since the beginning of the annual fall lobster
season in LFA 25, fishers have been receiving
$4.25 per pound for canners and $4.75 for market
lobsters, while spring lobster fishers in various areas of Atlantic Canada were paid from $7 to $8 per
pound for their catches.
“I think there’s a fair price in there for everyone. Do I think it’s a fair price right now? No, I
don’t… it’s a hard pill to swallow if you look
at the spring prices. And they can talk about
landings being large, but if you take the spring
landings and overall the amount of fishermen,
we’re certainly not at that level, by no stretch,”
Parsons says.
Parsons says perhaps the spring lobster prices
had been a bit too high, but if the buying market
made some mistakes by paying the higher prices
earlier, fall fishers shouldn’t be made to make up
the difference.
“I don’t want to see it on my back, and that’s
what sometimes I feel occurs. If you look traditionally, over the years when there’s a high spring
price, quite often the fall price drops,” he says.
Fishers in more the northern areas of New
Brunswick are also upset about the lower prices.
“It’s not right. The union went around before
the fishing season and everybody was telling that
we were supposed to get $6 a pound at least, but
when August came around it wasn’t like that at
all,” says St. Louis Cape fisher, Maurice Mazerolle.
But although lobster prices are much lower, expenses just keep going up, Mazerolle says.
“Keeping up the boat, fuel, bait… it costs more
every year. Last year we paid 65 cents a pound for
bait and this year it’s up to 95 cents. But we don’t
have any choice, we have to sell our catches; you
have to make a living,” he says.
And while fishers in some other areas of LFA 25

Murray Corner fisher Jeff Parsons, at left, and helper Jonathan O’Hanley unload their
lobster catch at the Botsford Wharf in Murray Corner, N.B.
Joan LeBLanc photo

did boycott lobster buyers for a day or two, fishers in
the St. Louis area chose not to.
“What’s the use, they already know how we feel
about it all,” Mazerolle says.
While prices are down, catches are up and the quality of the lobster is good. In Murray Corner, Parsons
says the meat quality has been excellent.
“The quality during the first three weeks was as
good as you’d ever get here. I can’t speak for other
areas, but they were all hard-shelled lobsters… and
there is lots of variety of sizes. Right now, the future
looks good, but nature changes. So, two or three years
from now, who knows? We can’t predict water temperatures or weather conditions,” he says.

Acceptable carapace size for market lobsters increased from 73 millimetres to 75 millimetres for the
2017 season, as part of the federal Department of Fisheries fishing guidelines. A final size increase, to 77
millimetres, will take place in 2018.
“I’m okay with the increase in size, I think it’s a
good move environmentally, and one that will better
ensure the future of the lobster industry. It just means
we throw back the smaller lobsters right now, but over
the next few years we’ll catch them again and they’ll
be bigger and worth more,” Parsons says.
The fall lobster season in LFA 25, the western section of the Northumberland Strait, began on Aug. 8
and will continue until Oct. 10.
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New LFA 33, 34
lobster association
formed
By Kathy Johnson
Membership is now being accepted
into a new lobster fisher’s association
for Lobster Fishing Areas 33 and 34.
The Brazil Rock 33/34 Lobster Association was officially formed earlier
this summer after a series of meetings
where as many as 300 fishers from the
two LFAs attended.
“We want to be a voice at the table,” says Cape Sable Island fisher
Kevin Ross, who is president of the
new association. “There are all kinds
of things coming at us. We’re going
to meet with DFO next week (late August) to talk about a number of issues.
We’re going to take them on one at a
time and go from there.”
The biggest issue on the new association’s plate is the pending requirement by DFO for lobster fishers to come up with plan to monitor
and verify by-catch of other species,
including cusk and cod, by the
2018/19 season.
“We’re working with industry to
come up with a plan this fall,” for implementation next year, says Dwayne
Surette, DFO’s chief of resource for
southwestern Nova Scotia. “Whether
it be observer coverage or some other
way,” the intent is to be able to verify
by-catch in the lobster fishery.
“We’re going to have to deal with
it,” Ross says.
Marine Protected Areas, the offshore oil and gas industry and offshore wind turbine development are
also on the table.
“There’s all kinds of stuff coming

Tuna tournament
reels in record
weight for bluefin

at us,” Ross says.
The Brazil Rock 33/34 Lobster Association has 10 directors; five from
each LFA. Vice president is Paddy
Grey, Sambro. Also on the board
of directors from LFA 33 are Gary
Nowe, Lunenburg County; Malcolm
Williams, Lockeport; Jody Dedrick,
Gunning Cove; and Wilford Smith,
Port LaTour. From LFA 34: Bobby
Newell and Shawn Muise, Yarmouth
County; Curtis Halliday, Shag Harbour; and Matthew Therieault, Digby.
The treasurer is Jeff Wagner,
Lunenburg County.
Ross says the association has adopted guiding principles to: support
one another; support a prosperous
and sustainable lobster fishery for
the present and the future; to cooperate with like-minded organizations in
pursuit of common objectives; and to
be run by lobster fishers.
The association has adopted the
slogan ‘A Line Not Divided,’ a reference to the LFA 33/34 line that runs
straight out from Baccaro Point about
five miles to Brazil Rock, “the last rock
in the two districts,” Ross says.
“That’s what divides us. Half of
the rock is in 33 and the other half
is in 34.”
Ross says memberships are steadily
coming in. In southwestern Nova Scotia, membership forms are available
at all Vernon d’ Eon fishing supplies
locations. The forms are also available
from all port reps.
“We’ll also be getting some up
Sambro way,” Ross says. “It’s a really
big district.”

Fishers hook up a bluefin
tuna to hoist it off the boat
during the weigh-in at the
14th annual Wedgeport Tuna
Tournament and Festival
on Aug. 26. A combined
weight of 7,145 pounds for
the 12 bluefin tuna landed
was a new record for the
tournament. Sixteen vessels
took part in the tournament,
which was a record too.
Taking the prize for heaviest
bluefin was the Capitaine
Simon, captained by Yvon
Boudreau, landing a 703pound prize. The largest
bluefin caught in the Hell
Hole went to the John Harold,
captained by Lucien LeBlanc,
with a 406-pound catch. The
Jasmine & Lexie claimed top
prize for most weight, with a
total combined weight of 929
pounds.
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Commentary:
Rising dollar bad news for Canada’s
lobster industry
Mechanism needed to protect industry, consumers from volatile
currency fluctuations
By Charles W. Moore
Booming export markets for Canadian
lobster have been a major income generator
for Atlantic Canada’s lobster industry over
the last several years, with a low Canadian
dollar amplifying the effect.
According to Fisheries and Oceans Canada, lobster has remained the country’s top
exported seafood species, and had more
than doubled in five years in terms of value.
It rose from more than $1 billion exported
in 2011 to $2,148,407 in 2016, topping two
billion for the second year in a row.
Concurrently, prices paid to lobster fishers at dockside gradually climbed from
roughly $3.50 per pound in 2012 to as high
as $7 per pound in early 2017.
However, the exchange rate door swings
both ways. The lobster sector, like other export-oriented Canadian enterprise, is now
feeling the impact of recent dramatic increases in the value of the Canadian loonie
vs. the U.S. greenback, the benchmark
currency of international seafood trade.
Relative to the U.S., the Canadian dollar
exchange rate strengthened from roughly
$1.35 to about $1.25 over the three months
spanning May through July.
Geoff Irvine, executive director of the
Lobster Council of Canada, says in a press
release, “While a strong dollar helps Canadians buy wine from California or travel to
New York City for a holiday, it’s the last
thing we want as exporters of Canadian
seafood products. Our live and processed
lobster products are generally priced in U.S.
dollars and while some exporters are able to
hedge and buy forward currency contracts,
many remain at the mercy of changes to the
value of the Canadian dollar that are out of
their control.”
Canadian lobster processors and live
shippers are feeling pressure to either
increase prices or cut costs or both, which
inevitably includes lower prices paid
to harvesters.
Some Eastern New Brunswick lobster
fishers protested in mid-August about receiving about $4.25 per pound for canners
and $4.75 per pound for market lobsters, a
huge drop from the $7.50 per pound they
say they were getting last spring.
“Some processors were telling some
fishermen that their price was going to be
$5 and $5.50 a pound, and last week they
found out from those same buyers and processors that their price was going to be far

less. You can imagine the frustration of fishermen right now,” Michel Richard, Maritime Fishermen’s Union organizer, told the
Canadian Press.
Stewart Lamont, managing director
for live lobster exporter Tangier Lobster

Another strategy for
addressing a higher
Canadian dollar is
to focus more on
sales to domestic
customers. Canadian
consumers are
increasingly priced
out of eating lobster
by the export-driven
high prices, with
about 90 per cent
of Canada’s lobster
catch exported.
Company, observes in the Lobster Council
release that, “Currency exchange is a key
variable for international trade. On this one,
the lobster industry lost badly.”
“This is hurting the lobster industry,
the communities in which the plants operate and the whole Atlantic region,” says
Jerry Amirault, president of the Nova
Scotia/New Brunswick Lobster Processors
Association.
Bernie Berry, Coldwater Lobster Association president and lobster harvester,
says, “The whole industry is susceptible to
swings in the value of the Canadian dollar,
good and bad. In the future, the industry
should develop mechanisms and methods
to lessen the impact of a volatile currency.
We must undertake ways of enhancing a
true increase in profit margins, not a false
picture that a change in the amount of currency exchange creates.”
Good advice. Currency exchange rates
rise and fall and can’t be relied on to artifi-

cially inflate seafood prices on a continuous
basis. At the late August deadline for this
column, the Canadian dollar continued to
flirt with the 80 cent U.S. mark, and could
go higher, so no one should be expecting
exchange rate relief soon.
However, there are also some positive
indications for improved profitability in
lobster exports. On Sept. 21, the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement
(CETA) between Canada and the European
Union provisionally kicks in, removing an
eight per cent tariff on live lobster imports
to Europe. At the three-year mark, a six per
cent tariff on whole frozen lobster and 16
per cent on not-whole frozen lobster will be
eliminated. At five years a 20 per cent levy
on processed lobster is eliminated.
The U.S. remains Canada’s largest lobster export market with the EU second, but
there’s great potential for Canadian lobster
export growth in such Asian markets as
China, Korea (with which Canada has a free
trade agreement) Japan and others.
Another strategy for addressing a higher
Canadian dollar is to focus more on sales
to domestic customers. Canadian consumers are increasingly priced out of eating lobster by the export-driven high prices, with
about 90 per cent of Canada’s lobster catch
exported. For example, in June McDonald’s
Restaurants announced it was dropping the
popular McLobster from its Atlantic Canada menu. A company spokesman told CBC
high lobster prices were making it impossible to offer McLobster at a reasonable price.
However, McDonald’s brought the
McLobster back to most of its New England
outlets for the back half of the 2017 summer
season after a year’s hiatus, so if the dollar
stays high it might be back on the menu in
Atlantic Canada in 2018.
In the meantime, domestic lobster sales
should be getting a boost from the higher
dollar, making it possible for Canadian lobster fanciers to enjoy it as more than an occasional luxury. It won’t restore a favourable
dollar exchange rate, but can help keep volumes up.
However, Irvine says that’s not what the
industry wants to hear. Seafoods haven’t
been a focus of the NAFTA negotiations so
far and are unlikely to be, but if U.S. President Donald Trump follows through with
his on-again off-again threat to scrap NAFTA, the dollar will likely take a dive.
Be careful what you wish for.
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Current list
will be used to
allocate tuna
transferred
from Mexico
Tuna fishers on P.E.I. have decided to use a list created in 2015 to allocate quota transferred from Mexico.
Fishers were asked whether to use the list of 308
tag numbers on a rotational basis anytime there was a
quota allocation from Mexico, or use a different method. The first fisher on the 2015 list to receive a tag this
year will be number 110. The department of Fisheries
and Oceans has yet to decide on the number of Mexican tags available, or the cost.
The Island tuna season opened Aug. 2 and the first
fishing period will run until Sept. 26. Any remaining
quota will be reallocated and the fishery will reopen
on Sept. 29 and continue until Dec. 31 or until all the
quota is caught.
There’s a new license condition regarding tail cuts
prohibiting the extraction of flesh from a tuna between the second dorsal fin and tail cut until the fish
has been offloaded. All other management measures
are the same as 2016, including the use of Electronic
Monitoring Systems in both the commercial and hookand-release fisheries.

PROPELLER REPAIRS,
SALES & ATLERATIONS

Meteghan River, Nova Scotia, Canada B0W 2L0
Tel: (902) 645-2327 • Fax: (902) 645-2174
Email: info@aftheriault.com
www.aftheriaultboatyard.com
124256
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P.E.I.
attempting
to take back
lobster roll
title
The Prince Edward Island Fishermen’s Association (PEIFA) is setting out to break the record for the
world’s longest lobster roll during Official measuring of P.E.I.’s successful 2016 bid for
the 2017 P.E.I. International Shell- the world’s longest lobster roll. The island later lost
fish Festival. The attempt will take the title to New Brunswick, but plans on regaining
place Sept. 17 at 1 p.m. in the main it this September at the P.E.I. International Shellfish
festival tent.
The current record of 180.2 feet is Festival.
In 2016, PEIFA held the world’s record with
held by the Lobster Festival in Shediac, New Brunswick.
a
120-foot
lobster roll, consisting of 120 pounds of lobP.E.I.’s news attempt will be baked by Chef Kurster
meat,
29
pounds of dough,19 litres of mayonnaise,
tis Ellis of Simple Pleasures Intimate Catering. Kurtis
15
pounds
of
celery, 15 pounds of peppers and a
owns P.E.I.’s only private dining restaurant and also
pound
of
onions.
The entire 120 feet of lobster roll was
specializes in offsite catering.
consumed
after
completion
and fed approximately
Kurtis worked with PEIFA on numerous large
400
people.
Celebrity
Chef
Lynn
Crawford will once
events. This time, he and volunteer members of
again
be
on
hand
to
emcee
this
record breaking
PEIFA will be working during the night to ensure
attempt.
P.E.I. takes back the coveted title.

Area 25 fishing season open
The fall fishing season opened in Area 25 on Aug.
8 at 6 a.m.
The last day of fishing is Oct. 9 and the minimum
lobster carapace size (length) is increased to 75 mm. It
increases again in 2018 to 77 mm. The size of the escape mechanism in the license conditions will remain
unchanged through 2017 as announced in 2016 (mini-

mum of either 42 mm in height by 127 mm in length,
or 41 mm in height by 254 mm in length).
For the 2018 fishing season, the license conditions
will identify the escape mechanism to be a minimum
of either 44 mm in height by 127 mm in length, or 43
mm in height by 254 mm in length. The maximum female carapace length will increase to 115 mm.

P.E.I. tuna fishery now open
The P.E.I. Bluefin tuna season is now open.
Island fishers headed out on the water Aug. 2 after
a one-day delay to the opening. The first fishing period will run until Sept. 26. Any remaining quota will be
reallocated and the fishery will reopen on Sept. 29 and
continue until Dec. 31 or until all the quota is caught.
This year, there will be a requirement to hail in to
a dockside monitoring company a minimum of one
hour prior to returning to port for every trip, regardless of whether a fish has been caught.

The Island fleet will have access to a portion of
quota transferred from Mexico to Canada. Tags will
be valid for the whole fishing season.
There is also a new license condition regarding tail
cuts, prohibiting the extraction of flesh from a tuna between the second dorsal fin and tail cut until the fish
has been offloaded. All other management measures
are similar to 2016, including the use of Electronic
Monitoring Systems in both the commercial and hook
and release fisheries.

Update: PEIFA proposal
accepted for winter flounder fishery
The Department of Fisheries and Oceans has accepted a winter flounder tangle net fishery proposal from the P.E.I. Fisherman’s Association Groundfish Advisory Board.
The proposal amends the current limited access
into 4T2b for winter flounder, using tangle nets
in a defined area (near North Lake) of this closed
zone by a limited number of participants. This fishery opens on Sept. 10 at 6 a.m.
PEIFA organized a draw of those with fixed gear
gillnet groundfish licenses interested in participating in this fishery to a maximum of 15 fishers. Ot-

ter trawl, handline and longline hook groundfish
licenses were ineligible.
The winners of the draw are Matthew MacSwain,
Dwayne Bailey, Brian MacPhee, Francis MacPhee,
Wayne Watts, John James McCormack, Jeremy
MacPhee, Jordan Ellis, Carl Gallant, Lavon Paquet,
Ricky MacPhee, Ronald Gormley, Joey Robertson,
Darren Gormley and Kirk Simpson.
Editor’s Note: An earlier version of this article
has now been archived in favour of this update,
which contains the winners of the winter flounder
draw.
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AVC participating in salmon research project
By Andy Walker
The Atlantic Veterinary College at the
University of P.E.I., is participating in a
pan-Atlantic research initiative to improve the health and welfare of cultured
Atlantic salmon using genomic and other biotechnologies.
The project will equip the Atlantic
salmon aquaculture industry with the
information and tools needed to develop
more disease-resistant broodstock and
improved vaccines, which is expected to
result in a more robust industry. U.P.E.I.
is working with Memorial University,
which is the lead research institution for
the project.
The multi-year project recently
received $2.99 million in funding
from the Atlantic Canada Opportunities
Agency, as well as $500,000 in funding
from
the
Newfoundland
and
Labrador government.
These investments will enable the research team to work with Atlantic Canadian industry and academic partners
to mitigate the impact of climate-related challenges on salmon aquaculture.
The project will focus on the predicted
effects of warming coastal waters and
improve methods for protecting salmon
from pathogens that can lead to diseases,
which can have significant negative economic impacts on the industry.

“The global demand for healthy and
sustainable protein sources continues
to grow,” says Dr. Mark Fast, associate
professor at the AVC and a collaborator on this project. “The Atlantic salmon
farming industry, in Canada and globally, continues to expand and adjust to
fill this demand.”
Faced with global climate change and
the threat of more intensive summer and
winter seasons, Fast says this collaborative research grant will determine the
underpinnings of Atlantic salmon’s ability to grow and thrive at higher temperatures, providing industry with genetic
markers/tests so it can select and produce salmon more suited to this changing ocean environment.
“This research is also important for
identifying the genetic links between
temperature changes, immunity and disease in salmon,” Fast says. “These links
should provide information on how to
develop more effective vaccines and reduce antibiotic use, again in the interest
of enhancing the industry’s ability to
produce a healthier, cheaper and more
environmentally-sustainable salmon.”
Fast says the results of this project
will be Atlantic Canadian fish farmers
expanding their workforce and revenue,
having more disease-resistant broodstock, and new scientific tools to improve fish health.
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WADE’S WIRE TRAPS:
Wade Goodwin/Owner-Operator,
Cyril d’Entrement/General Manager.
We specialize in custom made wire
traps using both 12.5 ga. and 10.5
ga. wire, with a superior Aquamesh
vinyl coating. We keep a large stock
of wire tools and accessories needed
to build your own traps. Delivery is
available. Located in Lower Argyle.
Mailing address:
3404 Highway 3, Lower Argyle
Nova Scotia B0W1W0
Phone: 902-762- 2595
Fax: 902-762-3449

MECHANICAL
REPAIRS
W. MACDONALD DIESEL &
MAINTENANCE LTD.
Located at Mersey Point (approx.
2 miles from Liverpool), Sales
& Service for Mitsubishi & John
Deere engines and Borg Warner
Gear. Also repairs done to Isuzu
diesel engines.
Phone Walter A. MacDonald,
902-354-3100
119088

Dr. Mark Fast, an associate professor at the Atlantic Veterinary
College at the University of P.E.I., is collaborating in a panAtlantic research initiative to improve the health and welfare of
cultured Atlantic salmon.

WADE’S WIRE TRAPS
Wade Goodwin, Owner-Operator
Cyril d’Entremont, General Manager
We have in stock:
Holding cages, flea bags, worm resistant wooden
runners, plastic runners and sticks.

Distributors of Aquamesh & Cavatorta

We specialize in custom made wire traps
using both 12.5 ga. and 10.5 ga. wire,
with Cavatorta or Aquamesh vinyl coating.
After 35 years in business,
we have the experience needed
to be trusted with your trap needs.

3404 Highway 3, Lower Argyle
Nova Scotia B0W1W0
Phone: 902-762-2595 Fax: 902-762-3449
124251
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&
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Available
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CORDSTEEL
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LOW DRAG BUOYS
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Traps
Build
to Order
Ask for a
Price
Today

1.800.399.7866
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